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The present note obtains some generalizations of Wendrows integral inequality. 
These inequalities can be used in the study of the theory of partial differential and 
integral equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery of the celebrated inequality of Gronwall and Bellman, 
see ]3, p. 3 1; 12 ], many mathematicians [2, 6-9, 14, 151 have devoted their 
time to further extensions and appllications. These results have been widely 
quoted by still more mathematicians in the theory of differential equations 
and integral equations in proving uniqueness, boundedness, comparison, 
continuous dependence, perturbation, and stability results. On the basis of 
various motivations it has been extended and used considerably in various 
contexts. For example, in the Picard-Cauchy type of iteration for 
establishing existence and uniqueness of solutions, this distinguished 
inequality and its variants play a significant role (for an extensive 
bibliography in this connection see Walter [ 191). The two independent 
variable generalization of this inequality is given by Wendroff [ 1, p. 1541. 
Wendroff’s inequality has interested many mathematicians, such as Bondge 
and Pachpatte [4,5 1, Chandra and Davis [7], Ghoshal and Masood [ 111, 
Headley ]13], Pachpatte 1161, Snow 117, 181, Defranco (lo], and Young 
1201. 
In this paper we establish some nonlinear integral inequalities in n 
independent variables, which are the further generalized results of some 
inequalities recently established by Bondge and Pachpatte [5 ]. 
* This research was supported by the National Science Council. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
Let S be an open bounded set in R” and a point (x, ,..., x,) in S be denoted 
by x. Let x0 = (xy ,..., x”,) and x (x0 < x) be any two points in S, 151 ... dt 
denote the n-fold integral -i; Jzi dt, dt, , D = D, D, D,, where 
Di = 8/3xi for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we shall prove some useful integral inequalities which claim 
their origin to the following: 
LEMMA (Wendroff [ 1, p. 154 1). Let u(x, , x2) and c(x,, x2) be real-valued 
nonnegative continuous functions deJned for x, > 0, x2 > 0; and 
u(x, 3 4 < a,(-%) + aA+) + j;‘r,:‘c(t,, tz) u(t,, I,) dt, dt, 
holds for x, 2 0, x2 > 0, where ai > 0 and a:(xi) > 0 (i = 1,2) are real- 
valued continuous functions defined for x, > 0, x2 > 0. Then 
u(x, y2) < lal(o) •I- a2(x*)llal(x~> + a*(o>l exp ix’ix’ c(t 9’ \ a,(O) + a*(O) 
t Idt dt 192 , 2 “0 -0 
for all x, > 0, x2 > 0. 
We now wish to establish the following n independent variable 
generalization of the Bondge and Pachpatte type 151 which can be used in 
investigating the behavior of solutions of a class of nonlinear hyperbolic 
partial differential and integrodifferential equations. 
THEOREM 1. Let w(x) and p(x) be real-valued nonnegative continuous 
functions defined for x > x0 and H(u) be a positive, continuous, monotonic 
nondecreasing function for u > 0 satisfJ?ing H(0) = 0 and D,H(u) > 0 for 
i = 1, 2,..., n. Suppose that 
w(x) < c ai + jz, P(l) (w(t) + .[I,, Pts) H(w(s)) ds) dt (1) 
i=l 
is satisfied for x > x0, where ai > 0 and a:(x) > 0 (i = 1,2,..., n) are real- 
valued continuous functions defined for x > x0. Then for x0 < x < x* 
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M'(X) ,< ;' ui(xi) -t (-x p(t) G-. ' 
,?I .d I ( 
G 2 ai + u,(x~) 
i 2 1 
,-I I 4W 
+~.rpC1.3ai(xi) + a2(x;) + a,(sl) + H(xl_j Oi(Xi) f U,(Xi) + al(S,)) dS’ 
+ [’ p(s) ds df = F(x), 
I 
(2) : .$I 
where 
G(r) = .I;) s +d;(sj ’ 
r > r” > 0. (3) 
G- ’ is the imerse function of G, and x* is chosen so that 
G ‘l ai + aI( + J, p(s) ds I r-2 
+ IX’ 
a;@,) 
d.V! ,X7:3 ai + a*(Xi> + aI + H(xy,j ai + a,(xij + U,(S,)) ds’ 
E Dom(G ‘) 
for all x E S lying in the parallelepiped x0 < x < x*. 
Proof. Define a function U(X) by the right member of (l), then 
h(x) = p(x) w(x) + lx p(s) H(w(s)) ds , 
-x0 
u(x) = f ai + Uj(#) - CZi(Xj) on Xi = X.~) 1 < j < n. 
i I 
It follows from (1) that 
Wx) <~(4 u(x)+ ix P(S) 44s)) ds ( .: x” 1 (4) 
Let 
v(x) = u(x) + 1” p(s) H@(s)) ds. 
. x1, 
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Then 
u(x) = u(x) on Xj=Xi”, l<j<n; 
Du(x) = Du(x) + p(x) H@(x)); 
Du(x) < p(x) u(x); 
and 
u(x),< u(x). 
Hence 
i.e., 
Wx) < P(XN4X) + H(4x)))7 
D, “. D,u(x) 
v(x) + H(v(x)) < P(X)* 
Thus 
(u(x) + H(u(x))) D, “’ D,u(x) 
(4u) + fwx)))* 
G P(X) + 
D,@(x) + H(v(x))) D, . . D,- , c(x) 
(u(x) + H(u(x)))* ’ 
i.e., 
D 
( 
D, .‘. D,-,~x) < p(x) 
n u(x) + H(v(x))  * 
Integrating both sides of (5) with respect to the component x, of x from x”, 
to xn, we have 
D, .‘. D,-,l;(x) 
c(x) + H(u(x)) < I”” P(X 
, . . . . . x,. , , t,) dt,. 
.:2 
Therefore 
(c(x) + H(u(x))) D, ..’ D,-,4x) 
(t’(x) + w(w* 
rln 
< ) p(x, ,..., x,- 1, fn> dt, + 
D,- ,(u(x) + H(v(x))) D, ..’ Dn-,4x) 
- x0, (u(x) + ww)2 ’ 
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i.e.. 
‘D, ... D, z~(x)’ .x,1 
D,, I c(x) + H@(x)) ,< ( P(-K ,7..-: x ,,-. , , f,,) df,, . I g;, 
Integrating both sides of the above inequality with respect to the component 
-yn I of x from x”, , to x, , , we have 
D, ‘.. D,-*u(x) 
u(x) + W@)) 
~.i~~,‘.i]:p(x,,...,x._,,f,-,,f,)df, ,dt,. 
.” 
Continuing in this way we obtain 
It follows from (6) that 
G 1” rXn .xq j, P(x,,xz,f~,...,fn)df~ .‘.df,. (7) 
: 
Integrating both sides of (7) with respect to the component x2 of x from ~‘2’ to 
x2 we have 
D, c(x) D, c(x,: xi, x3,..., x,,) 
c(x) + H(u(x)) - U(.Y, xi, xj ,..., x,) + H(u(x, , x0,, x, . . . . . x,)) 
Hence 
G i.r: ,- x,t -,r9 ... .(I,, p(x,. fz . . . . . f,) dt: ..’ df,. 
n 
D,G(c(x)) 
< U’l(-~,) 
X:1- I ‘jCxj) + a2(xt) - u*(x2) + H(Cy 1 Ui(*Ki) + 0*(X:) - U*(Xz)) 
.-x2 .X” 
+ .‘.r y 
.” 1, p(x,: f, ,.... f,,) df, ..’ df,,. 
n 
Integrating both sides of the above inequality with respect to the component 
x, of x from x:’ to x, , we have 
Ut(Xi) + &?) 
+ ix' 
40,) 
- xq X:1=3 ui(xi) + u2(xi) + u,(f,) + H(Cy:.J ui(Xi) + U,(Xt) f U,(f,)) df” 
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Hence 
c(x)< G ’ t ai + a,(~:) + 1.’ p(t) dt 
i 2 .’ yl) 
dt 1 
‘\ * 
Substituting this bound on Y(X) in (4) and then integrating both sides from x” 
to x we have 
u(x) < F(x), 
where F(x) is the function as defined in (2). From this and w(x) < u(x), we 
obtain the desired bound in (2). Thus our proof is complete. 
We next state and prove the following n independent variable 
generalization of the inequality given by Bondge and Pachpatte IS, 
Theorem 3 I. 
THEOREM 2. Let w(x) and Dw(x) be real-valued nonnegative continuous 
functions defined for x > x”; w(x) = 0 on xi = x.9, I < j < n; and p(x) >, 1 be 
a real-valued continuous function defined for x > x0; let H(u) and Di H(U) be 
the same functions as defined in Theorem 1. Suppose that the inequality 
Dw(x) < 9 ai + A4 
i I 
w(x) + 1” p(t) H(Dw(t)) dt) 
. $1 
is satisfied for x > x0, where M > 0 is a constant; ai > 0 and ai(x,) > 0 
are the same functions as defined in Theorem 1. Then for x0 < x < x* 
Dw(x) < G- ’ 
I ( 
G ” ai + a,(.~:) 
T 
+ M [I p(t) dt 
I . x0 
+ (-I’ 40,) 
-xy C1=3ai(xi)-taz(x~)+a,(t,)+H(~~-‘_,ui(xi)+a2(.~:)+u,(t,)) 
= K(x), (9) 
where G and G- ’ are the same functions us defined in Theorem 1 and x* is 
chosen so that 
G 2 Ui(Xi) + a,@) 
i 2 
+ M 1.’ p(t) dI 
. p 
+ i”’ a;(4) -x’/ x::.‘..> ai + a,(-$) + a,([,) + H(Cy 3 ai + a,(x’?) + a,(r,)) dt, 
E Dom(G ‘) 
for all x E S &ing in the parallelepiped x” < x < x*. 
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ProoJ Define a function u(x) by the right member of (8), then 
Wx) = M(Wx) + P(X) fqDw(x))), 
u(x) = ? ai + Uj(Tp) - Uj(Xj) 
IFI 
on xj=xJ, l<j,<n. 
Using (8) and p(x) > 1, we have 
Wx) s ~P(X)W) + W(x))). 
Using the similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get 
u(x) s K(x), 
where K(x) is the function as defined in (9). Substituting this bound on u(x) 
in (8) we obtain the required bound in (9). 
We next establish the following n independent variable generalization of 
the integral inequality recently given by Bondge and Pachpatte (5, 
Theorem 4 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let w(x), Dw(x), p(x), H(u), and oiH(u) be the same 
functions as in Theorem 2. Suppose that the inequality 
Dw(x) < 6 
,?I 
ai + ~~ p(t) H(w(t) + oW(t)) dt (10) .’ xc, 
is satisfied for x > x0, where ai > 0 and ai > 0 are the same functions 
as in Theorem 1. Then for x0 < x < x* 
DW(-‘) S 2 ai + \I p(f) H 
i-l . x0 
‘- ai + aI( + f’ P(S) dS 
iFiR -9 
+[I’ a’l(sJ 
-x’i CI. 3 ai(xi)+a2(Xi)+aj(S,)+H(Cy-j Ui(Xi)+lZ2(X~)+U,(S,)) ds’ I) dt’ 
where G and G-“ are the same functions as deJned in Theorem 1 and x* is 
chosen so that 
G ( : ai + a,($)) + !:zj P(s) ds 
2 
,“X I 46,) 
+Jdj X:1=.1 ai + a2(xt) +a,@,) +H(CYE3 ai(Xi) +a2(4> +a,(s,)) ds’ 
E Dom(G ‘) 
for all x E S lying in the parallelepiped x0 < x < x*. 
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Proof. Define a function U(X) by the right member of (lo), then 
h(x) = p(x) H(w(x) + m(x)) (11) 
and 
u(x) = e ai + u,j({9) - aj(Tj) on x,~ = ~7, l<j<n. 
i I 
Hence 
which implies 
w(x) < ix u(t) dt. 
- x” 
Thus 
Let 
v(x) = u(x) + [-’ u(t) dt. 
2 ,# 
Then 
L’(x) = u(x) on xj = x.9 ? l<j<n. 
As in the proof of Theorem I, we obtain 
DC(X) < p(x)(c(x) + H(u(x))). 
The remainder of the proof follows by an argument similar to that in the 
proof of Theorem 1 with suitable modifications. We omit the details. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
In concluding this paper we note that the inequalities established in 
Theorems 1-3 can be used to study the stability, boundedness, uniqueness, 
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and continuous dependence of the solutions of the following nonlinear partial 
integral equations 
..r 
u(x) = g(x) + 1 F 
. xll I 
x, f. u(t), j-’ k(f. s, u(s)) ds 
. xll 1 df, (12) 
Wx) = g(x) + F x, u(x), !, k(x, s, 4s)) ds] : 
hi(x) = g(x) + F x, u(x), (-x k(x. s, h(s)) ds , 
. x0 1 
(13) 
(14) 
respectively, under some suitable conditions on the functions involved in 
(12)-j 14) together with the suitable given boundary conditions. 
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